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The text of this verse is so manifestly confused that only by 
a somewhat radical method can one unravel the tangle. \V e 
must take as our point of departure the circumstance that the 
chapter, as others in the Book of Joshua, is full of explanatory 
glosses and comments, superimposed on an original text. A 
few illustrations will suffice. 

(1) In v. 1 the words '?~1~~ ')~-'?~l ~,i1 omitted in the 
Greek codices except F 1 are evidently a gloss. 

(2) v. 3 0~1~iJ without the conjunction is an addition, made 
with the same i{Itent as in the Deuteronomic Code, e. g., Deut. 
17: 9; 18: 1 to identify the J erusalemite priesthooJ with the 
Levites- as the older generic designation for servitors at 
any sanctuary. In v. 6 we have correctly 0'~01iJ without the 
addition. 

(3 ) For the designation of the ' Ark,' the text as it stands 
vacillates between i1,i1' 11'!~ jii~ (v. 3) 11')~iJ pi~ (v. 6, 
8) and jii~i1 ( v. 15). Va~iation.s in the Greek codie~s show 

T T 

attempts to make the usage more uniform, as, c. g., v. 6 where 
i1,i1' is added. Traces of such an endeavor are to be seen also 
in the Hebrew text i~ the addition of l1'!fiJ after · pi~i; (v. 
14) which grammatically is impossible, and even of i1,i1' ~i''):l 
(v. 17) after jii~Q which is still worse. In both cases the 
reading must be simply jii~i1 as in v. 15. The Greek codices 
again vary in the attempt t~ Tmake the usage uniform, but the 
H ebrew text shows that the compilers sanctioned, as is natural, 
the use of jii~iJ as the abbreviation for 'Ark of the Covell:a~t 
of Yahweh.' I n v. 13, we must evidently also r ead jii~i; '~t(J . 

the following i1,i1' being superinduced through the insertion 
of fj~Q-'?-? ji,~ taken over from v. 11. Tl~e Greek 
codices confirm this in reading f'j~;:t·'?~ ji,~ ~i''!~ j,i~ i.e., 
without i1,i1' but inserting 11'!-f for the sake of consistency. 

1 I use the nomenclature of Swete 's ed. 
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( 4) The words i1,i1' jii~ (or l1''1,ftT jii~) in v. 11 are an 
addition, made with intent to remove the anthropomorphic 
conception of the original text which read: ''when the Lord 
of all the earth passes (before you ) 2 in the Jordan." The 
' Ark ' is the symbol and therefore the substitute for Yahweh.3 

The present reading ''The ark of the covenant of the Lord 
of all the earth'' is so redundant and so awkward-for the ark 
can hardly be said to "pass"-that there can be little doubt 
of the ·words " Ark of the Covenant" being an addition.4 Sim
ilarly, in v. 11. The suspicion is therefore justified that in v. 
13 (as in v. 11 ) the anthropomorphic figure stood in the original 
text, ·which therefore conveyed the announcement that when 
Yahweh himself entered the Jordan, the waters would be cut 
off, but the text has now been so overlaid with the later view 
of the priests' carrying the ark in advance of the people that of 
the original conception only the words ''Lord of all the earth'' 
remain as a torso, which is distinctly out of place and more 
than superfluous. 

( 5) The words in verse 15 ''for the Jordan was full over 
all its banks during all the days of the harvest"5 are clearly 
an explanatory gloss, while the first part of the verse betrays 
evidence of being a combination of two sources5a: 

(a) r:tl~tT-,l! jii~~ '~rpJ •[C'~O.:JiJ] Ni:l~, 

(b) c:~tT i1¥P~ ,,fLp~ jii~i) '~rpJ C'~Q:liJ '~rn 
Coming now to v. 16, it is evident that· the first part of the 
verse must be considered in connection with the second part 

'Probably also an addition-omitted in the Greek codices except F. 
• It is tempting to assume thut i11il' i ;,~ in Josh. 4: 11 is an intentional 

change for i;,~ i. c., again ''tho Lord of nil the earth.'' In fact the 
similarity between f;1N, and i;,~ is a factor in leading to a confusion 
between tho two tcrm1:1. 

'Bennett's view in tho 'Uainbow' Dible ( p. 3) in dividing tho verso 
between D1 and J 2 mi!!HC!I tho point-tho avoidance of tho anthropomorphic 
figure. 

1 'fho wheat harve1:1t in tho spring. I Chron. 12, 15, adds specifically ''in 
the firHt month." Gf. Jo~:~h. 4, 19 (10th day of tho 1st month ). The 
(ircek text l•M "as in tho days of the wheat harvc1:1t" which points 
to a mi8cone(lption of tho gloHs. 

~a Ho nlHo Holzinger, JJas JJuch ,Josult, I'· 8. 
4 So tho Oreck text. 
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of v. 13. The two stand in the relation to one another of 
announcement and fulfilment. 'l'he announcement is made that 
when (according to one and probably the older version) Yahweh 
as the ''Lord of all the earth'' passes through the Jordan, 
or, according -to the other, when the priests carrying the Ark 
enter the Jordan, "the down-flowing waters shall be cut off," 
i. e., they will be miraculously dammed at a certain point, and 
since with the downward grade of the river-bed the water in 
the Jordan from the point in question will flow off, the people 
will be able to pass through the dry river-bed. To make this 
more explicit two explanatory glosses are added in v. 13 ( 1) 
i1~Jl0~0 and (2) ,n~ ,J ~,OJ!'~ - Neither of these glosses 
is Tr~pr:e~ented in the Tdreek .. text,= "~l~ich follows an independent 
path in describing the situation. It reads 

"The water of the Jordan will flow out (lK>..d!Jm} ,6a the down
flowing water will stand still.'' The picture, however, in the 
Hebrew and Greek texts is the same, the chief diffcrcnee being 
that the latter adds the explanatory gloss before the phrase 
0'!-j~iJ o~~i'J p.n"]f~ . while the former places the two glosses 
after the phrase. Of the two glosses in the Hebrew text, the 
first (i1~.ll0~0) is of little moment and may have been taken 
over !r~~ ~.: i6 where it is more in place, but the second indi
cating that the waters will rise and ''stand up as a column'' 
at the point where they are dammed up, adds an important 
touch. The down-flowing waters suddenly checked and driven 
back naturally rise like a large wave. The gloss, therefore, adds 
to the miracle of the damming of the waters, the almost equally 
striking phenomenon of the driven-back waters standing up like 
a column and remaining in that position. In v. 16 the fulfil
ment of the announcement is described in even greater detail 
and the attempt is made to localize the point up to which the 
waters are driven back. The waters are not "cut off" but 
"stand still, " 7 i. e., cease to flow. To the phrase o~~~i'J ~,O.l!~1 

0'1'l~iJ ''and the down-flowing waters stood still'' the words 
ptri)J . · · · i17J?~70 "from above, . . . far off" are added, 

Ia Based on a reading j1T!"'J-'~ ~~D~ corresponding to ~".:>D in v. 16. 
1 Further on in the verse, however, we .find m;.;:>~ which I take as a 

misplaced gloss to ~19J..tl , harking back to pn:.f' in v. 13 and suggestmg • 
the identity of the waters 'standing still' with their being "cut off." 
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to specify the point to the north of the point of the ultimate 
crossing at which the waters stopped flowing. Just as in v. 
13, the gloss i1'l!D'D is superinduced through the occurrence 

T ! - : • 

of the word in v. 16, so, on the other hand, the phrase ,':'~-,). ~DR 
in v. 16 is suggested by the gloss ,':'~-,~ ~,~J.!~1 in v. 13. 
It is not in place in v. 16 for it interrupts the construction. 
'Ve must read 

PtT~tT i1'{J?~7~ 0'"1~~iJ C'~iJ ~,~_v~~ 
"And the down-flowing waters stood still from above (i. e. 
above the crossing place), far off.'' There follows an endeavor 
to localize the exact point of ''far off.'' The text as it stands 
is entirely unintelligible. What does or rather what can 
i'l!il Oi~.:l 8 mean~ Some region is no doubt intended, 

• T T T •• 

further described as j~7¥ ,¥~ i~·~ "which is at the side of 
$arethan.' ' The corruption is old as is shown by the Greek 
version, which, reading CTcpoopa CTcpoopwf), evidently assumed a text 
,~D i~D for Oi~D9 i~D and thus eliminates a place Adam for 
whi~h th~ passag; i~ Joshua is the sole witness. But that does 
not help us. A more radical operation is required. 

A possible connection between the phrase i' Jli1 O,~.:l i~D 

in .Joshua and I Kings 7:46 ( = II Chron. 4: 17), reading as 
follows : ilDi~il il.:l.VD:J ( var: '.:lJl:J) has been suggested by 

T T -: T •• - : - : • - : -

scholars, So, c. g., l\Ioore10 proposes to read ilDi~il i.:lJlD:J (or 
plural Ji~i.:l.VD.:l) ''at the ford of ·Adam,;' T -thus fi~:di~g a 

second mention of the place Adam. Independently of l\Ioore, 
Clermont-Ganneau made the same :mggestion, 11 and the read
ing i~.Jl~~ is adopted by Benzinger1 2 and noted in Kittel's 
text.13 'l,h.c passage in Kings, for which we have the parallel in 

' Kero 01~? . 

• According to the K ero. The Greek version D, corresponding to , • .Vil 
t n,~ ,~0 ,ft/N (see hclow note 17), further shows tho uncertainty of the 
U>xt. Hco the other Greek versions J.,riven by Stevenson in PEF., Quarterly 
Statement, 189u, p. 33u, some of which clearly represent attempts to 
reconcile t ho Greek text with the present H ebrew ono. 

10 Jln. 13 ( 1894), 78. Cf. also Moore's commentary on Judges, p. 213. 
Clerrnont·Onnnenu (1'};1<'., Quarterly Stntement, 1896, p. 80) proposed the 
tmmo conjecture inflependcn tly. Moore ( .JJJTJ., 13, 79) refers to nn earlier 
'~onjccturo to rcud o;t:e ,.J.'~ . 

11 l'nlcKtinc "J•:xplorntion }'und, Quarterly Stntcment, 1896, p. 80. 
11 Jlnn,J·K mnmcntar zu flcn 1Jilc1tcrn dcr K oniuc, p. 54. 
11 lli lJ lia II clJ raica, I'· 4 71. 
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Chronicles, describes the casting of the temple utensils in the 
valley of the Jordan. The objection to the proposed conjecture 
is that after so general a mention as the ''Jordan Valley'' for 
the casting, we would hardly expect a precise localization at a 
particular spot. The interest of the writer being to inform us 
that the utensils were made in the Jordan Valley, it would 
be more natural for him to rest content with a general indica
tion "between Succoth and $arethan"; and if he did add "at 
the ford of Adam" would not that be sufficient T In the two 
parallels "the ford of Yabbok " (Gen. 32: 23 ) and "the ford 
of Michmas" (I Sam: 13, 23) no further specifications are added, 
and elsewhere only the "fords of the Jordan" in general are 
mentioned (Josh. 2: 7; Jud. 12: 5, 6. Cf., also, I Sam. 14: 4) . 
Certainly "at Adam," as in Joshua, would be sufficient if the 
writer wished to specify a locality. "\Vhy should he add "at 
the ford Y'' And if he did so, why a further localization of a 
place that must have been well known Y 

The variant '~r.~ in II Chron. 4: 17 shows that the Jewish 
editors took the phrase to mean in a thick or heavy soil , as the 
Greek translators and the Targum also understood it. This 
view, accepted by all commentators till the question as to its 
correctness was raised by Klostermann, represents, I venture to 
think, a more plausible view than the one which seeks a proper 
name in this part of the passage. Even :Moore who objects to 
the phrase i1~,~i1 i1:l.ll~:l or i1~,~i1 ':l.l/:l as awkward, 
admits that fo; th~T casting- ~f colum~s: -~ T sp~t - =,~·ould naturally 
be selected where there was considerable depth of earth and 
that ''the deep alluvium of the Jordan Valley meets this 
requirement." I cannot find that the phrase in question is a 
particularly awkward one to express a ''heavy soil,'' though" 
this to be sure is a question of feeling rather than grammar. 
George Adam Smith14 calls attention to the great number of 
mounds in the Jordan Valley north of Jericho which consisting 
of sun-dried bricks ''are probably the remains not of cities but 
of old brick fields." It would be natural, therefore, in the 
passage in Kings and Chronicles to add as a reason for the 
casting of the utensils in "the Valley of Jordan" a reference 
to the section of the Valley marked by its "thick soil," and 
that this section was included between '' Succoth and $arethan.'' 

u Historical Geography of Palestine (7th ed.), p. 488. 
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l\Iy suggestion, therefore, is to take the three words in Joshua 
3: 16 i'J!i1 01NO 1NO as a scribal "pie" for i101~i1 i1:J,l!O:J 
or in other w·ords to turn the thing around, and t ake the passage 
in Kings as furnishing the reading for the one in Joshua. The 
picture conveyed, therefore, by the proposed reading i1~.ll.~~ 

jJ':\! ¥ 1¥Q iiq·~ i1?i'J~iJ is of the waters standing still at a point 
near ~arethan in the region marked by its ''thick soil.'' 

The word i 'Jl (or i 'J{i1) would be either a gloss to Sarethan 
or due to an er~one~us i~terpretation of i101Ni1 i1:J,l!O:J as the 
name of a place. Cutting off the word, we have i101N:J 1NO 
If we assume a misplacement of the first letter of the second 
word and place the :l before 1NO , we would have two of the 
letters of i1:l,l!O:J . To further assume an exchange of N for 
JJ and , for :J and the omission of an i1 involves, to be sure, a 
most violent treatment of the text, which but for the two pas
sages in Kings and Chronicles would be entirely unwarranted. 
That there is a close connection between these two passages and 
the one in Josh. 3 : 16 is evident on the surface. In deciding, 
therefore, between correcting Kings and Chronicles according 
to Joshua, as has hitherto been done, or vice versa, we must 
weigh the objections and give the preference to the procedure 
which involves fewer difficulties. I venture to think that to 
assume in both cases an indefinite region at which the waters 
were dammed, and in which the casting of the temple utensils 
was done, is the more satisfactory conjecture. A place name 
of so vague and general a character as Adam or Adamah is 
most unlikely and the connection between such a place and 
ed-Damieh1:;, is not so close as to make the equation of the two 
an absolute necessity. rrhe fact that the Greek version does not 
introduce a place name at all and that this passage in Joshua, 
a<~cording to the traditional interpretation of the l\iassoretic 
text, would be the only mention, together with the fact that 
even according to this text there is n. vacillation between C,N:J 
and C1NO , (tuitc apart from the difficulties of finding a place 
Adarnah to answer the rc(tuiremeuts of being at the side of 

11 ~foreovcr, if ~arcthnn iR to be identific1l with Tell cs-Sarim (sco 
below, p. fl2), about 40 milcH to the north of cd-Dnmieh, it would not 
ho likely thnt n writer Hl10uld Hp<'nk of tho latter ns ''at the side of 
"nrctbnn.'' 
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$arethan16- all this speaks in favor of removing a place Adam 
or Adamah from our Biblical geography, and accepting a mean
ing that a region of thick, rich soil is mcantr-1mitable for 
casting and appropriately described as included between two 
places, or with equal indefinitene~s as 'about' or ' in the region ' 
of $arethan, which seems to be intended by the use of the 
particle ,¥Q ·11 

The variant '~lJ~ in Chronicles for i1~J!O~ iu Kiuf,rs, while 
of doubtful value because of the general state of the text in 
Chronicles, nevertheless attests the antiquity of the traJition 
which saw in the phrase the description of a region rather than 
a proper name; and since the Jordan has many fords, 1 " none 
of which are distinguished (so far as the evidence goes ) by 
any name with the word ''ford'' attached, there would be no 
special reason why Adam or Adamah should be so distinguished. 
There is, therefore, much in favor of the traditional explanation 
of i10,Ni1 i1~ll.OJ or i10,Ni1 'J.VJ as denoting ''thick soil. ' ' 

It is,T t; be ·~~~~e: not n~c~;~~ry. t~ -take the phrase as having 
the force of '' forms of clay' ' as, e. g., Kamphausen19 and 
KitteP0 propose. This, indeed, is most unlikely. By translat
ing the phrase literally "in the thick (part) of the soil," we 
obtain a description of the character of the soil in the Jordan 
Valley above J ericho for which there is sufficient evidence-

10 See on these difficulties, Moore as above, and also JAOS., 26, pp. 
331-333. 

11 The specification Kiriath-jearim in the Greek codices is due to a 
manifest tinkering with the difficult passage and has no more value than 
a modern conjecture. Stevenson (Quarterly Statement, 1896, p. 82 ) pro
poses to associate Kiriath-jearim with a place Karawa, mentioned in 
Nuwairi 's narrative (see below, p. 60 ) as near ed-Damieh. He further 
assumes a distortion of the Hebrew text in,~ ,~D into the reading 
underlying the Greek version. The Greek, however, as we have seen, 
eliminates a place Adam (identified with ed-Damieh) altogether. That the 
Greek version rests on an attempt to localize the stoppage of the Jordan 
at Karawa, a town on the Jordan mentioned by the Arabic geographer 
Y~ut, is possible, though it is unlikely that the translators should have been 
so familiar with the nomenclature of the Jordan Valley. In any case, 
the further distortion into Kiriath-jearim appears to be due to awkward 
manipulation of an unintelligible text. 

18 Above, p. 57. 
10 In Kautzsch 's German translation of the Bible. 
20 Biicher der Konige (Ha ndkommentar etc.), p. 46. 
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suitable for making both bricks and clay moulds for casting. 
The 'thick soil' would also be a natural place at which the 
waters of the Jordan might be choked up during the dry season, 
so that the miraculous intervention would consist in this stop
page of the flow so as to permit a crossing on a dry bed in the 
spring when, as the text in Joshua states, the Jordan ordinarily 
was at its highest and overflowed its banks. 

As for the occurrence itself, it is plausible to assume that 
the tradition of the miraculous crossing rests upon the recollec
tion of a temporary stoppage of the flow of the river, similar to 
that recorded by Nuwairi for the year 1266, when .at the time 
that workmen were repairing a bridge at ed-Damieh, constructed 
by Sultan Beybars across the Jordan, a mound of soft marl 
fell into the river and checked the flow for several hours, ena
bling the workmen to make the repairs without difficulty.21 If 
this happened once, it might have happened frequently, especially 
in view of the marl deposits in which the river has gradually 
hollowed out its narrow bed in the remarkable land depression, 
which begins south of the Sea of Galilee. There is no reason 
to question the reliability of Nuwairi 's narrative, and certainly 
no reason to assume that the story in Joshua inspired the 
account. 

In the details of the biblical story two accounts have been 
fused, or perhaps it is more correct to say confused. Accord
ing to one, the priests carrying the Ark stood on stones 
in the midst of the Jordan (Joshua 4: 3 and 10) while the 
people crossed, and these stones remained there in the Jordan. 
According to the other, Joshua took twelve stones from the 
,Jordan and had them carried across (Joshua 4: 8) to the encamp
ment of the people (ji'?~i]) and eventually set up as a memorial 
at Gil gal ( 4: 20). 22 The former strikes one as the more natural, 
and taken in connection with the main incident in Nuwairi 's 
narrative, i. c., the falling of a mound of marl into the river, 
it will not seem too farfetched to conjecture that the stones in 

11 Rce the text nrul trnnHintion of the pnRHngo in the Quarterly Stntement 
of the I•alcKtine };xplorntion :Fund for 1895, pp. 256-2581 nnd nlso in 
Quntr<'mllre 's Jliatoirc des Bultans ]J[amluks, ete., II, p. 26. 

n On tho assumption of two versions, wo may nccount for tho duplication 
of tho explnnntion of tho mcrnorinl ( 4: 0-7 = 4: 21-22), the lnttor further 
amplific(l with dctnils in verses 23-24 in tho stylo of tho Doutcronomist. 
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the J ord~n on which the priests stood represent the mound, 
which in falling would break into pieces and form stepping
stones on which to cross the river-bed, thus temporarily choked 
by the fallen mass. When the tradition of the natural occur
rence became associated with the tales of the fortunes of the 
Hebrew clans, all kinds of more or less embellishing details would 
be added and these would grow in number with the repetition 
of the tale. So the motif of the twelve tribes would be intro
duced and the stepping-stones would become twelve stones. A 
version would arise in which the twelve stones would be taken 
out of the river by the order of Joshua and carried to the 
camp on the other side, and this version would be further 
embellished by having the stones set up as a memorial at Gilgal. 
In the combination of older and later versions, the thought of 
a ' 'memorial'' of the miraculous crossing would become so 
prominent as to lead to the view that the stepping-stones would 
also become twelve stones "set up" ·( v. 9 C'Pi'J = c·p~ v. 20) 
by Joshua ''in the Jordan '' where ''they remain to this day,'' 
without a recognition of the absurdity of a monument in a 
place where it would be covered by the waters. 'Vhat the text 
originally said was that the stepping-stones on which the priests 
stood while the people crossed are still in the Jordan "to this 
day,'' which is at least reasonable. Furthermore, the miracu
lous touch was added that· the crossing on the dry river-bed took 
place in the season when the Jordan was at its height in the 
spring, through the melting of the snows on the Lebanon and anti
Lebanon range, and it is interesting to note that the same detail is 
added in the Arabic account, though there the season of the swell~ 
ing of the Jordan is in December at the time of the winter rains. 
To be sure, the more rapid flow in both cases would probably 
be the factor that caused the breaking of a mound of marl and 
its fall into the river. Finally, by virtue of a natural com
parison of the crossing of the Jordan with the miraculous cross
ing of the Red Sea, expressly dwelt upon in the Deuteronomic 
addition at the end of the account ( 4: 23), 23 the waters are 
represented as standing up into a column (3: 13 and 16-glosses 
in both cases) reminiscent of the "wall" (Ex. 14: 22) formed 

23 Note the introduction of the ''strong hand,'' reminiscent of Exodus 
6: 1; 13: 3, 9 etc. 
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by the waters of the Dead Sea through the blowing of the strong 
east wind. 

We can thus trace the gradual growth of ·the story by a per
fectly natural process, until it is overladen with more or less 
miraculous touches and finally becomes a somewhat confused 
tale when through the literary process the attempt is made to 
weld various versions of the popular folk-tale into a semblance 
of unity.24 This process leads eventually to such an absurdity 
as a ''memorial'' of the occurrence set up in the Jordan, by the 
side of the one set up at Gilgal. Either the existence of some 
heap of stones at the latter place, or possibly merely the play 
upon the name as though a repetition of gal ''heap,'' formed 
the starting-point for the tradition about a memorial of the 
crossing at Gilgal. 

If the identification of $arethan with Tell es-Sarim2 5 is cor
rect, then the stoppage of the flow of the Jordan through some 
natural occurrence which underlies the tale in chapters 3 and 4 
occurred some 40 miles to the north of Jericho and the entire 
distance from this point to Jericho and beyond up to the Dead 
Sea would become a dry bed across which the people might pass. 
This supposition would fit in with the description of the dam
ming of the waters as "far off" ( 3 : 16) ,26 i. e., at a considerable 
distance from "opposite J cricho" ( 3 : 16) where the crossing 
took place. 

24 In the Book of Joshua, as no doubt elsewhere, the theory of the 
combination of written documents (J and E, etc.) must not be pressed 
too hard. The confusion in such incidents as the crossing of the Jordan 
(chapters 3 and 4) and tho fall of Jericho (chap. 6) can be more satis
faetorily explained by tho attempt on the part of one editor, working with 
only one document, to eombino various versions that were popularly current 
into a Hingle tnlc to which subsoquently glosses and comments and editorial 
amplifications were added. 

2
A :.;t'flr tho nw(lern BoiHim= Both Shnan. Cf. I Kings 4, 12 where the 

word!! '' whieh iH lJeKitlo ~arl!tlum '' nrc a late gloss t o Beth-Shean. How
ever (~orrupt the text may he, the ''onclusion, at all events, appears to 
}JP, juHtificl] to Heck F,lnrdhan nenr ncth-Ahenn or neisan. Moore's objec
tion to thiK lo~ation of F,larcthnn (.1111-., l:J, 7!> nnd Comment. on Judges, 
p. 212 HC'I·) rt>t~t largely on the rmuliug Adam as n proper nruno in our 
paHHngo ant] itK iaentificntion with cd·Dnmioh. There is so much in favor 
or phH·ing F,lnretlmn nnn.r Helh ·Shcau, that OliO iH di!!posod to ndmnco the 
,Jim,~ulty of llwnting ~arethan nenr IJti ·T>runieh as nnother argument in favor 
of the Greek text which climinatcH Atlnrn from our JliLS!Iago nltogothor. 

)'! H'•1• al.o\'(' 1 I'· !ifi. 


